

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

World Wheel~ Spoke Nine
Shoto Terdrom, Tibet
1992
Vijali in cave with Rainbow Bodhisattva

I

REGAINED MY HEALTH in the United

States and raised a little money by giving
slide show talks about the World Wheel. Andrew
Beath, who had helped dig trenches on the ﬁrst site
in Malibu, matched my thousand dollars through
his foundation, enabling me to return to Tibet and
continue my pilgrimage.
I flew to Calcutta with Karil Daniels, a videographer from San Francisco who wanted to ﬁlm the
World Wheel. In Katmandu we met Beth Robinson, a
vice president at J.P. Morgan & Co. and an experienced
trekker. The three of us hired a van to drive us four
and a half hours into the Himalayas to the Tibetan
border. The road frequently turned into a muddy
trail, and on the slopes below these treacherous
stretches lay the remains of overturned vehicles not
so fortunate.
At the Tibetan border, ofﬁcials asked us to complete seemingly endless paperwork. While doing so,
we saw a Chinese border guard launch an unprovoked
attack on a group of young women standing on the
Tibetan side. The guard threw sticks at them, kicked
them, and spat at them until they ran away.
At that time, all foreign visitors to Tibet were
required to hire a tour crew—a driver and a guide. I
was grateful that the tourist company had assigned us
a Tibetan one. Chinese law in Tibet forbids foreigners
to make friends with the local Tibetans. But my feeling
was that a Tibetan guide would be far more lax about
this than a Chinese one. Also, I had illegal possessions
in my backpack—pictures of the Dalai Lama and
Tibetan prayer ﬂags for a “free Tibet.”
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We crossed the border in a Land Rover provided
by our travel agency with Tashi driving us as Tsedor
guided. In a half hour we arrived at Khasa, or
Zhangmu, as the Chinese now call it. We spent our
ﬁrst night in a multi-storied hotel, a 1950s relic of
Chinese imperialism. The hotel had rooms with high
ceilings, elegant wallpaper, and heavy drapes, all
stained and grimy from years without cleaning. The
plumbing was nonexistent.
In the streets, a Chinese movie theater broadcast
its soundtrack through an outdoor speaker, drowning out the prayers in the Tibetan temple next door.
When we ventured out, children took our hands and
shouted, “Hello, hello.”
The next day as we drove, the mountains shot
upward, dramatically changing in character as we left
the softer landscape of Nepal behind. Granite peaks
rose almost vertically for mile after rugged mile. The
earlier people of Tibet, the Bons, practice a shamanistic religion similar to that of American Indian cultures comfortable with these elemental forces. As
we drove higher and higher, I could feel this original wild spirit of the land. The Bons worshiped the
dakinis, feminine deities whom I was certain were
making themselves felt. As we drove higher, Mount
Everest’s snow-capped peaks grew visible on the horizon. Despite ﬁerce winds, Tibetan men and women
worked in their ﬁelds, plowing with yaks adorned
with red tassels. Barley is the only grain which grows
at this altitude. It is the main crop and main diet of
Tibet, ground into ﬂour for storage, then wet and
rolled into edible balls called tsampa.
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The next day, we stopped to visit the cave of
Milarepa, one of the early Buddhist saints. We hiked
down the slope incised with stone steps, and children
ran out to ask for safety pins and pictures of the Dalai
Lama. A temple erected in front of the cave had been
torn down by the Chinese in the 1960s during the
Cultural Revolution, but the local people had reconstructed it stone by stone. In the cave, we found the
giant stone that Milarepa had purportedly raised in
one hand when he was challenged while teaching on
the illusion of form.
I asked if we could sit and meditate and chant. The
monk attendant brought a rug and, as we sat to face
an image of Milarepa, the gathered crowd grew quiet
and respectful.
Back in our Land Rover, on our way to the
hermitage of Tibetan nuns at Shoto Terdrom, we
began the arduous climb over the seventeen-thousandfoot Thang La pass. Beth joined me in chanting the
last hundred thousand repetitions of the Om Ah Hung
mantra that I had committed to do for the freedom
and welfare of Tibet. Each of us kept count on bone
rosaries we found in Nepal, one hundred and eight
beads on each, made from the bones of one hundred
and eight different skulls.
We bounced along on the rocky road until we
reached the pass. Beth and Karil got out of the car,
but quickly returned as the cold wind battered them. I
stepped out too, walking over to the most sacred point,
honored by a pile of ceremonial stones. I called our
Tibetan guide, Tsedor, to come and lead me in a tradition ritual. He said a prayer and we placed our stones
with those of other pilgrims. I managed to circle the
plateau with its spectacular view of the high snow-covered Himalayan peaks—Shishapangma at twenty-six
thousand feet and Mount Everest on the far horizon.
Tibetan prayer ﬂags snapped in the wind. Back in the
car, I wept. For the ﬁrst time, I had experienced the
spaciousness for which my spirit had longed.
The Chinese hostels in which we were required
to stay en route to Lhasa had neither plumbing nor
heat. By morning, we needed hats and gloves in bed.
That night while I lay awake, a great pageant of deities
and demons passed before my eyes, whether open or
closed. Perhaps the change in altitude caused these

visions, but every inch of the room ﬁlled with spirits pressing around me. Buddhas in bubbles exploded into light. Now I understood the imagery of the
Tibetan Tankas with their swirls and curlicues of
vibrant color.
At Shigatse, the second largest city in Tibet, we
stopped at Tashilhumpo Monastery built in the 15th
century by the First Dalai Lama and the seat of the
late Panchen Lama, the second most important ﬁgure
in Tibetan culture. Tibetans believe that religious
leaders such as the Dalai Lama and the Panchen Lama
are reincarnated. In 1995, Chinese ofﬁcials kidnapped
the Panchen Lama’s latest incarnation, a six-year-old
Tibetan boy, only days after the Dalai Lama recognized
him as the eleventh Panchen Lama. Although he is
now believed safe, his whereabouts remain secret to
protect him from the Chinese government. We visited
an enormous, two-story high statue of the Buddha,
and then went on to Gyantse and Tsedang to see the
monasteries there. However, none of them moved me
as much as the simple cave of Milarepa.
After our stops, we drove nine hours to Lhasa,
where we would pick up our cook, Karma, along
with his cooking tent and our supplies. We passed
through the stark Yarlung Valley where the blue ribbon of the Yarlung Tsampo River, birthed by the faraway melting snows and streams of Mount Kailash,
marks its winding way across the earth. The Tibetans
have another name for this mountain. They call it
“Kang Rinpoche.”
When we arrived in Lhasa, the mountains surrounding the city glittered with fresh snowfall, creating a cheerful, picturesque scene. But I was saddened
to see that almost every business was run by Chinese,
with Tibetans relegated to the low-paying jobs at the
bottom of the economic ladder.
Our guide, Tsedor, our driver, Tashi, and our cook,
Karma, had all experienced ﬁrst-hand the destruction
and lack of peace. Each had seen his relatives killed,
and the land and religion they so dearly loved torn
apart. They understood the purpose of the World
Wheel—personal and world peace. Perhaps because
of this they allowed us to bypass the required tourist
route of hotels and monasteries to camp in Shoto
Terdrom, one of the most sacred areas of Tibet.
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Vijali at Shoto Terdrom, Tibet

Moreover, they told us that they wanted to participate
in the culminating ceremony, even though it meant
that they would risk their jobs.
The drive from Lhasa to Drigung Valley and
Shoto Terdrom was magniﬁcent. I had heard about
this valley from an American friend, Tsultrum
Allione, who had visited there the year before. The
topography was as beautiful as she had described it. It
had rained and snowed throughout the night and off
and on all the next day, but this only intensiﬁed the
beauty. A stream ﬂowed along the ﬂoor of the canyon,
which narrowed dramatically as we approached our
destination. Stone outcroppings and caves dotted
the canyon walls, and yellow and purple wildﬂowers
covered the ground. On the stones, mossy growths
bloomed with tiny white ﬂowers.
When we reached the Shoto Terdrom valley, sixteen thousand feet above sea level, the road stopped
short of the hermitage. Nevertheless, as soon as we
stepped out of the Land Rover, young nuns with beautiful round faces and open smiles swarmed around us,
asking for a picture of the Dalai Lama. A few minutes
later, they helped us with our bags and tents and fol148

lowed us to our campﬁre site. We overlooked the river
from a precipice that was holy ground, as evidenced
by the many prayer ﬂags and the two ﬁre pits used for
burning sacred cedar as an offering.
As we set up our tents, an unusual-looking Lama
suddenly appeared and observed us. I found him
exceptionally beautiful. He appeared to be about
thirty-five years old, with great light and energy
radiating from his handsome face. His hair grew long
and wild and he wore a tattered silk tunic, but he had
the bearing of a prince and was clearly a powerful
spiritual practitioner. He watched in silence and
then quickly left. I called to him, intrigued, but he
had disappeared into the mountainside.
Other people passed by continually, performing
a sacred walk of the valley known as a kora. Tsedor,
Tashi, and Karma set up the cooking tent some
distance away while Karil, Beth, and I also made a
kora around the stupa, a structure that represented
the enlightened mind and body of Buddha in abstract
form. We also went to the main gompa, or temple, and
made our three full-length prostrations, a gesture of
respect for the gompa and nuns.
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Tibetan nun practicing Chöd at our campsite

When a nun gave us a tour of the statues in the
gompa, it saddened me to find the image of Yeshe
Tsogyal shoved into an obscure corner. Her consort,
Padmasambhava, known as “Guru Rinpoche” in
Tibetan, is one of the most revered ﬁgures in Tibetan Buddhism, and Yeshe Tsogyal is one of the most
prominent holy women. Here in Shoto Terdrom, she
had opened a convent after her full spiritual awakening in a cave in this valley. She had blessed the valley
and promised she would remain here throughout all
her reincarnations. During our stay, we met her current incarnation, Khandro, a dark, vigorous woman
of great presence. I longed to see the statue of Yeshe
Tsogyal, representing her as an equal beside her spiritual mate Guru Rimposhe, both reﬂecting the harmony and balance of male and female that is so necessary
for the health and continuation of our planet.
It snowed the ﬁrst night in our camp, and I rasped
and rattled with bronchitis in our tiny backpacking
tent. I slept with all my clothes on, including my down
jacket, and even then I would have been cold if not for
the warmth of Beth’s body in the tent.
Karma made porridge and eggs for our first

breakfast. Karil and I discussed the need to begin
ﬁlming. How would we ﬁnd a senior nun to whom I
could address my three questions? We had no sooner
voiced this concern when three wizened old nuns came
by to inspect us. We were set! Karma asked them the
questions, which delighted them, and then he sat on
their right side translating while I sat on their left.
They explained, “We have been here since adolescence. Our ages are sixty-nine, seventy-seven, and
eighty-nine. After 1959, the Chinese invasion forced us
to hide in the mountains and to wait out the Cultural
Revolution. Many of us died of starvation. But now
we are happy to be back on our sacred land.”
They answered my questions in a very practical
way. Their problem was inadequate food and clothing, and the solution was to get more donations.
Throughout our talk, they never stopped smiling.
Afterwards, whenever they passed our tents, they
always stopped to “chat,” miming everything they
wished to communicate.
After the interview, we three Americans went exploring in the area. On the other side of the hermitage was a
narrow gorge with a small stream that trickled out from
WORLD WHEEL—SPOKE NINE
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under a cover of thick ice. Up in the canyon I discovered a small shelf-of-a-cave in a limestone wall. It was
perfectly formed with a ﬂat, sandy ﬂoor and recessed
just enough to provide a feeling of being part of the
earth. Beth and I crawled into the cave and sat with our
backs against the stone. At ﬁrst glance, I didn’t notice
that tiny plants ﬂowered in every crack and corner that
their roots could penetrate. Soon after I noticed this, I
went into a deep and powerful meditation. Karil sat by
the stream, happy to use this short period of sunlight
to ﬁlm the scenery for the ﬁrst time.
After supper, I excused myself and went up to the
cliff on the far side of the tent to lie down. I closed
my eyes and once again felt pulled into the same deep
meditative state I had experienced that morning. I
shared my experience with Beth when I returned
to our tent. I learned that Shoto Terdrom was not
sacred just because Yeshe Tsogyal and Guru Rinposhe
had once lived there. They had come because it was
a place of incredible power where they could deepen
their practice.
To visit Guru Rinpoche’s cave, we started up a
steep trail and walked for an hour, very slowly because
of the altitude. We looked back down, gasping for
breath, and we noticed how the canyon below our
camp was etched deeply into a much broader valley
formed by even higher peaks. The higher we hiked,
the more the snow-covered mountain ranges were
revealed, until the entire valley came into view below
us, cut through by streams and encircled by the inner
and middle koras. The outer kora was a strenuous ﬁveday hike I would like to have walked, had it not been
inaccessible because of ice.
Two nuns joined us for the last stretch up the
trail. One of them had retrieved my woolen glove that
I had dropped along the way. When we reached Guru
Rinpoche’s cave around noon, Doltse, the keeper,
greeted us. An imprint in the cave showed the body
of Padmasambhava in meditation, the stone indented
with the impression of his back and head and with
the top crown, supposing he always wore his regalia,
poking into the ceiling. On his right lay an impression
of his Khatavanga staff, adorned with three skulls and
representing the inner consort. On his left, was another
indentation. It was the hole he had made when he had
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grabbed a vajra, the Buddhist symbol representing the
lightning bolt of illumination, out of the stone and
had hurled it into a poisonous lake below, making a
tunnel through which its demons were expelled. The
cave is named “Expelling the Demons.”
Also, to the left of the sitting ﬁgure lay a pool of
water, created when he threw a spear. Doltse gave us
some of this water, and I sipped and splashed myself
with as much joy as any Tibetan. We asked if we
could meditate in the cave, and Doltse instructed us
to meditate with our backs touching the stone. This
was precisely what we had done spontaneously on the
ledge the day before when I had felt such a powerful
connection. I believed that this earlier response to the
canyon was the earth’s way of giving me permission
to stay here and work.
Karil and Doltse went on to the temple built above
the cave, while Beth and I stayed in Guru Rimpoche’s
cave to meditate. It was a very still and powerful place
and we meditated long and deep. Though we felt the
cold through our hats, gloves, and down jackets,
we didn’t want to leave. Nevertheless, we eventually
left our meditation seats and joined the other two
upstairs. They were still conversing in, what we later
learned, was actually Khandro’s room, the room of
the current incarnation of Yeshe Tsogyal whom we
wanted to meet. The keeper told us that she was in
Lhasa and would return in a few days. We found the
two-room building lovely and simple. As we sat on
low benches we admired a large prayer wheel in the
center and a 1986 calendar on the wall. Over many
cups of butter tea served by the gap-toothed, very
friendly Doltse, we told stories and asked questions.
When we ﬁnished our tea, Doltse introduced us to
his ailing yak. “This black and white yak was given to
me by a Lama who made full body prostrations from
Kham to Padmasambhava’s cave here, his yak by his
side. It took him seven years. When he ﬁnally arrived,
he gave me his only possession, his yak.”
Doltse also showed us a shortcut to the valley, a
steep path that led into the snow-ﬁlled ravine we had
explored the day before. We walked over the icy ceiling of a streambed, the stream ﬂowing beneath, and
then down toward the entrance of the gorge.
Just before we reached the shelf-cave I had found
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the day before, I saw another cave, wonderfully framed
in stone and lined with eroded deposits in the shape of
stalagmites. Inside, I discovered a ﬂat back wall. As I sat
in the stone rubble looking out, I knew that this was
the World Wheel site. The cave was in an unused area
and was not part of the traditional kora. It was exactly
the sort of place I had hoped to ﬁnd, as I didn’t want to
disturb the traditional ceremonies of the valley.
Back at camp, I prepared for the next day’s work
and talked to Karma about getting permission from
the head nun of the Kagyu nunnery. He assured me
that, because of the cave’s location, I did not need
permission. Before bedtime, Beth and I hiked from
our tent down a steep precipice to the roaring stream
below. Just as we started back, large hailstones fell and
within ﬁve minutes white jewels covered the ground.
The next morning, as we ate breakfast, the sun
peeked over the ridge on a cloudless day—a ﬁne day
to begin work. We packed our tools and lunches and
left with Tsedor for the cave. Karil ﬁlmed, Beth lit sage
and cedar, and I smudged the cave, pledging that I
would do nothing to harm or change it. I would only
bring out the spirit already existing in it.
Beth prayed, “We ask to experience an inner connection with this land and people, so that we may
mirror them in the outer world.”
Tsedor added his prayer in Tibetan and we joined
hands, each with a big smile.
Beth, Tsedor, and I removed piles of stones to level
the cave. Then we knocked down any dangerous rocks
that hung overhead. After that, we donned gloves and
cleared the cave ﬂoor of its debris, down to its richsmelling earth. In the process we discovered a tablet
of stone with Tibetan characters carved into it.
Tsedor read: “Om Ah Hung Bendza Gurur Pema Siddhi Hung.”
Beth and I had both been taught this mantra of
Guru Rinpoche, and now we recited it as we worked.
I knew of mantras carved on stone from my experience at Tso Pema in India, and I wondered how long
this tablet had been in this seemingly unused cave.
Below the cavern, we found a second stone inscribed
with the same mantra, which we moved to the altar
we had created above. We made steps with the rubble
and marked the entrance.

Our work complete for the day, I asked Tsedor to
sit with his back to the stone wall in the meditation
posture. I drew his outline on the back of the cave
with chalk in preparation for the sculpture I wanted
to start. Then we feasted on boiled potatoes, hardcooked eggs, and oranges.
While Beth and Karil walked back to camp, I stayed
and meditated alone in the cave, allowing myself to
become receptive to the stillness of the canyon. The
cave became luminous as I faced the back stone wall
and rainbow colors bled into the seemingly solid stone.
I picked up my tools and incised the stone where I had
drawn the outline around Tsedor’s form. The outline of the Bodhisattva took a predominantly female
character as the light shifted and changed. I became
completely engrossed in work, as an organic non-linear process of color, outline, and carving all proceeded
together to form an image, almost like cells dividing.
My spine lengthened and straightened as I saw my
own understanding of myself mirrored on the stone
in front of me, rainbow-colored, prism-like, faceted
and dazzling, all colors moving, ﬁlling this space
called body, and spilling out into the sky above and
earth below—one substance alive and connected.
I stayed for some hours, barely noticing that the
sun had dipped over the canyon wall and a chilly wind
swept through the ravine. The camp expected me for
supper and the light had almost faded, yet I felt no
incentive to move. Finally, Beth’s footsteps punctuated the silence.
“I was afraid you wouldn’t return,” she said.
Slowly I rose and, carrying myself as space undivided by boundaries, pulled by Beth’s will, I returned
to camp.
During supper, Karma said, referring to the Six
Realms of Buddhism, “You Americans live in the God
realm with all your material comforts, but I don’t
envy you. There is sadness in your hearts. We Tibetans are only human and we suffer basic wants. We are
ignorant, but we are happy in our lives.”
After supper, Tashi, Tsedor, and Karma played
a popular Tibetan game accompanied by howls of
victory.
As I carved the next day, I heard within me the mantra Om Ah Hung. Om: the absolute, source of everything.
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Ah: the joyous wonder. Hung: us, the here and now.
Each word rang out in my cells with every blow of the
hammer on my chisel. Tap, tap, tap—Om, Ah, Hung. I
dug out the earth from the lower part of the image and
revealed a stone penis. A female breast and arm were
already clearly visible in the stone. The limestone broke
and split as I tried to modify the shapes, and I realized I
was not to touch the intrinsic meaning in the stone.
I became more receptive, listening and learning
from the form in front of me as I incised the granite
much as I imagined ancient peoples had incised their
pictographs. The colors of the stone became vivid
again. I tried to capture the light by using an ancient
Greek technique of pigments and wax I had brought
with me from the United States. I applied them with
toothbrushes supplied for guests in the Chinese
hotels, and then buffed them with a scarf that Beth
had donated for the cause. I felt strongly about not
using the Chinese-made acrylic paints in Tibet. I had
shopped in Lhasa to extend my pigment range with
wax shoe polish, nail polish, make up, and even some
green sparkles.
Little by little, the fractured stone reﬂected prisms
of light. The outlined face had no features, but a
white point of light shone at the position of the third
eye, a red triangle at the throat, and a blue square at
the heart. I chiseled strands of hair on one side and
on the other an ear with a long lobe protruding. As I
added color to the hair, it transformed into vibrant,
radiant streams of energy. The day passed as a ﬂash
of lightning.
That night, I bathed in the nearby hot springs.
Chinese workers were building a guesthouse there
for the pilgrims who come for its healing waters,
and they peered over the stone wall that separated
the sections for men and women. A nun also bathed
in the water, her lips moving in silent recitation of
her mantra. I quickly removed my clothes in the cold
air and submerged myself, head and all, into the hot
bubbling waters.
During the next few days that I worked in the
cave, the cold made carving difﬁcult. I had to wear
all of my clothes with a windbreaker on top. The sun
didn’t enter the back of the cave, so from time to time
I came outside to thaw myself in its rays. Beth periodi-
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cally worked on a sculpture of her own, a patch of ice
into which she carved the sun-moon sign that Tibetans paint on their doors. She also tidied the sides of
the cave, cleaned the mani stones (the stones with
mantras carved into them), and arranged candles and
incense. The cave felt alive!
At breakfast one morning, Doltse appeared to tell
us that Khandro, the incarnation of Yeshe Tsogyal,
stood at the road above. We rushed up the hill to meet
her. She held our hands tightly and smiled broadly
at us, her long hair swept into an impish ponytail at
the nape. We didn’t visit long, but before we parted
she said, “Shoes and warm boots are the biggest need
of the nuns.” We felt the imprint of her vitality long
after she had gone.
At last I completed the ﬁgure I named Rainbow Bodhisattva. I had hoped to create a piece traditional enough
that the nuns and hermits living in the valley could
identify with it, but I also wanted to embody a universal image, unlimited by any one concept of spirituality. I didn’t know whether anyone here would consider
my creation sacred, but as I packed my tools, two nuns
who had been gathering herbs in the canyon came by.
When they saw my carved ﬁgure, tears came to their
eyes, their faces blushed red, and they threw themselves on the ground three times in full-length prostrations. I had succeeded in creating a sacred site.
These nuns invited me to their home, a shack
built onto the front of a cave not far from our camp.
The inside was cold and dark, much closer to a cave
than a house, but for three hours they shared with me
their most precious possessions—sacred objects they
brought out from silk wrappings, and bits of herbs
that different Lamas had given them. For hours they
went through their daily chants and practices, the
jewels of their lives. We became very close even without a common language.
The nuns had spoken earlier about Lama Pema
Somdup, a high Lama who had left his monastery
in Kham. He had been living in a cave in this valley
for eighteen years, practicing Chöd, a ritual that dissolves the ego through meditating on the impermanence of the body. Beth and I had asked the nuns if
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Two Tibetan Buddhist nuns in the cave with Rainbow Bodhisattva

we could receive the Chöd “empowerment.” Now we
were informed that the Lama had come just to give us
the initiation and was waiting. When we entered the
temple, we were accompanied by several young nuns
who wanted the Lama’s blessing. To our surprise, the
Lama was the same radiant hermit who had watched
us set up camp when we ﬁrst arrived. We couldn’t
take our eyes off of his magnetic smile. A yogi, he had
not shaved his head (as most of the monks do), and
he wore his long black hair held back by a twisted
red cloth.
He performed the Chöd ceremony with great
shouts and thigh-bone trumpeting. It was quite wild!
After the ceremony, and instructions for practice and
meditation, we offered him a one hundred-yuan bill,
about ten American dollars, and the traditional scarf,
but he would not take them. I sometimes weep when I
think of this, of his tattered clothes and barest of foods
gathered from the mountains and pilgrims’ offerings.
I ﬁnd myself comparing him with the spiritual teachers who regularly raise money to build ashrams and

centers in the United States. I know that one moment
in his radiant presence affected me more than any
organized retreat, and made me reﬂect on what is happening in the U.S.—religion with a price.
One time, when I was attempting to practice the
Chöd with the drum and thigh-bone trumpet I had
bought in Lhasa, the two nuns who had come to the
cave and had prostrated before my Rainbow Bodhisattva
sculpure, arrived. Among much giggling, laughter, and
teasing, they showed me how to play the thigh-bone
horn, the bell, and the drum. Every time I tried to
blow the thigh-bone horn, it only emitted a dying cow
sound, and they burst into sidesplitting laughter.
After they left, I went to the cooking tent to discuss
the World Wheel ceremony that we were planning for
the next day. I badly wanted to invite the nuns to participate, but Karma said that politically it was impossible. To do so would endanger the nuns, who might
be arrested and beaten for mingling with tourists. To
involve the nuns in the ceremony would, in fact, put
us all under suspicion. Even in this isolated place,
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Karma said, informers did their job. Unfortunately,
he was right. Only two days earlier, German tourists
had picked up a hitchhiker who later announced he
was a Chinese ofﬁcial.
I had learned where Lama Pema Somdup stayed
when he was not in his cave, and I wanted to extend
him the courtesy of an invitation to our ceremony.
Beth and I went up the mountain to the area where
the Lama had a shelter built on the outside of an old
nun’s hut. When he came into the hermitage from his
cave, the Lama meditated in this tiny space, a space so
small that he could not even lie down in it. When we
arrived, a black-faced nun greeted us with grunts and
gestures. This was her time of silence and meditation.
We talked to a nun in the next hut who told us that
Pema Somdup had been away for a day or two. If he
had returned, he would be below in a room close to
the temple. We descended the mountain and entered
the tiny room pointed out to us by one of the elderly
nuns I had earlier interviewed.
We were startled to ﬁnd that Pema Somdup was
actually there. He beckoned for us to sit close to him.
With Karma translating, I told him about the World
Wheel project, ﬁrst showing him pictures from my
portfolio, and then describing the cave and the Rainbow Bodhisattva. “This is us,” I said, “our real nature,”
and I closed the portfolio on my lap.
He looked delighted and said through Karma’s
translation, “I think the World Wheel pilgrimage and
the sculpture in the cave are marvelous. I will go and
see the sculpture and meditate in the cave.”
After a morning of preparation, Karil, Beth, and
I hiked with Karma and Tashi through the canyon
and across the ice to the cave entrance. I had never
adjusted to the altitude and lagged behind the
Tibetans and Beth. Tsedor had come down with the
ﬂu and couldn’t come, but we were joined by Mimba,
the seventeen-year-old brother of one of the nuns.
Karma, Tashi and Mimba took twigs and wedged
them into the rocks above the entrance so that we
could hang the prayer ﬂags that I had brought from
the States. A slight breeze picked up the ends of these
illegal ﬂags and whispered their presence.
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Karil ﬁlmed while I laid a container in the red clay
base of Rainbow Bodhisattva. We each gave a prayer of
thanks and hope for this sacred land. Then I placed
a number of articles in a waterproof capsule—soil
from the other World Wheel sites, and a scroll we had
created that morning to commemorate the power of
this place and moment. Karma buried the capsule in
the cave, and then we sat, three Westerners and three
Tibetans, in meditation. I experienced the moment
as a completion and a fulﬁllment of the spiritual
practices I had engaged in since the age of nine, a
moment of dissolving the ego self into the luminosity
of the larger Self, the Rainbow Bodhisattva ﬁlled with
rainbow emptiness.
The next morning, we packed up our tents and
said good-bye to the smiling young nuns who helped
carry our bags to the Land Rover. As we departed, my
new friends and family pressed their faces against the
window of the Land Rover with tears in their eyes. I
opened the door, took off my hiking boots and down
jacket, and passed them into the crowd. Whoever
received them would need them more than I would.
As we drove off on the unpaved stony road, I gave
thanks for the time I had spent in this sacred valley.
I mused on the answers I had received to my three
questions, which I had asked of the nuns in the valley and also of our guides. I had been puzzled by the
seeming superﬁciality of their answers: they came
from the place where they were born; their suffering
was lack of food; the solution was more donations. It
had taken me a while to realize that these questions
had no relevance to them. They lived in a vast landscape at the top of the world. Everything around them
was already a spiritual environment which expanded
consciousness.
As we ﬂew out of Lhasa, we saw the snow-capped
Himalayas fading into the distance. My heart had
lodged in these mountains and with the Tibetan people. Their enduring spirit had grown out of this ﬁerce
beauty and I carried it with me, as the very ground of
my being, the physical spaciousness of the earth and
sky. Just before we arrived in China, Beth and I completed the last few Om Ah Hungs for Tibet’s welfare.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

Marriage
Santa Monica, California
1978

Oscar

O

NE EVENING, OSCAR took me to dinner

at one of his old haunts, the Brown
Derby restaurant on Hollywood Boulevard. His hand
warm in mine, we waited for our Caesar salad and
lamb chops. The atmosphere was dark and ﬁlled
with smoke, and it felt like the world of another
generation. After dinner we walked on the Boulevard,
peeking into tattoo parlors and adult shops to
entertain ourselves. Prostitutes, the homeless, and
teenagers with brightly dyed hair and leather pants
swarmed the streets. Through the glitz I remembered
the innocence and romance of Hollywood in the
1940s when my father first brought me and my
grandparents to California.
In this nostalgic state, I drove back to the house
with Oscar and lounged on the overstuffed couch
in the living room. We held hands and enjoyed the
environment he had created. He had lined an entire
wall with books, only a fraction of his library of ten
thousand or more volumes. I tucked my legs under
me as we listened to Brahms’ Concerto for Horn. Flames
writhed upward in the ﬁreplace, and Oscar’s hand
warmed my back. I practically purred.
When Oscar retired for the night, I stayed
downstairs playing on the upright Steinway late
into the night, improvising on the piano and with
my voice. I wished he had touched my breasts. I
wished that I had my arms around him. The music
poured out of me, racing with excitement. Then
strains of sadness surfaced and pulled with them
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memories of misconnections, of others who had not
been there for me—Dale, my mother, my father, the
nuns, sometimes Swami. And I thought about the
warning words of Don Hildé about Oscar. My ﬁngers
danced on the keyboard and the full range of my
voice bathed the room with my heart’s music and my
pent-up feelings—from high piercing melodies to the
vibrations of my lowest tones—until they culminated
and resolved. I would open to Oscar’s love.
Oscar was tired of the commute to his ofﬁce and I
longed to be closer to nature. As a result, we moved
to a cottage by the ocean in Santa Monica. I painted
and redecorated our new home. Oscar had a room
upstairs to receive his patients and he relinquished his
Beverly Hills ofﬁce. I made the extra bedroom, lined
with his books, into a meditation room. We shared a
bedroom that looked through sliding glass doors into
a garden splashed with purple ﬂags, gardenias, naked
lilies, white jasmine, and pink oleanders. Through
lush trees, we had a view of the ocean and I could
smell fresh salty air. Over the pounding of the surf,
we agreed to begin our new life.
In the course of the next month, Oscar asked me
to marry him and I said “yes.” While I had struggled to
ﬁnd harmony between the silence of the hills and the
noise of Los Angeles, the love between Oscar and me
had grown. The disturbing doubts about Oscar that
Don Hildé had brought to light during our ayahuasca
ceremony had died away when I realized that I didn’t
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have to take the medication that he had suggested
for my panic attacks and that it was all .right to love
someone who had different ideas about healing. I was
able to draw upon the strength of my own convictions
about what was right for me. Secretly, I hoped that
his comfort in the city and his full social life would

provide a base for integration in my own struggle—my
love of wilderness and my need for companionship in
the city. And I thought that perhaps I could contribute
a spiritual dimension to the life of someone I loved.
Perhaps a new kind of child, a new consciousness,
could grow out of this mating.
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We wanted a simple wedding. We scheduled the
Justice of the Peace from the Malibu courthouse to
come on the appointed day. As I had no need for my
friends to share this intimate moment, only four others attended—Oscar’s sons, Robi and Dave, both in
their early twenties, and Oscar’s two closest friends.
I grew anxious ﬁve minutes before our wedding
ceremony and asked Oscar for a few moments alone
with him.
We sat on our bed holding hands. “Oz,” I said, “I
know we’ve talked about this before many times, but I
have to say it again. I’m worried that you’ll be uncomfortable with my creative side and with my need to
leave sometimes and explore. Do you understand that
this is the way I learn?”
Oscar held me close. “Your creativity and spiritual insight drew me to you. That’s no problem. But
I have to ask you again because of my nervousness:
I’m twenty-two years older than you are. You’re only
thirty-nine years old. Are you sure this isn’t a problem
for you?”
“Of course, I’m sure.”
We both felt better with this affirmation and
walked out into the garden still holding hands.
Under the palm tree in the backyard, the Justice of
the Peace read the simple marriage vows I had taken
from Kahlil Gibran:
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Ay, you shall be together even in the silent
memory of God.
But let there be spaces in your togetherness,
And let the winds of the heavens dance between you.
Love one another, but make not a bond of love:
Let it rather be a moving sea between
the shores of your souls.
Fill each other’s cup but drink not from one cup.
Give one another of your bread but eat not
from the same loaf.
Sing and dance together and be joyous,
but let each one of you be alone,
Even as the strings of a lute are alone though
they quiver with the same music.
Give your hearts, but not into each other’s keeping.
For only the hand of Life can contain your hearts.
And stand together yet not too near together:
For the pillars of the temple stand apart,
And the oak tree and the cypress grow not in
each other’s shadow.22
Afterwards we celebrated with champagne and
took our favorite walk down the Santa Monica beach.
The wind blew through our hair and waves washed
over the footprints we left in the sand.
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CHAPTER NINETEEN

World Wheel~ Spoke Ten
Kunming, China
1992
Kuan Yin of the People I,
Kunming, China

O

UR FLIGHT FROM LHASA arrived at the

Chengdu airport in western China. Beth
caught a plane back to the United States and Karil
stayed with me for the ﬁrst month in China to ﬁlm
the next site of the World Wheel. I had only the name
and telephone number of a librarian at the Kunming
Teachers College in Kunming, given to me by Allen
Ginsberg, Oscar’s cousin, before I left the States. I
found a taxi to the train station and we drove through
the streets of Chengdu, which were wide and lined
with tall, modern buildings. The city looked afﬂuent,
its people stylish. Even the women on bicycles wore
high heels and ﬂowing dresses.
I carried a certain wariness arising out of my recent
journey in Tibet. I saw the Chinese occupation there
as brutal and oppressive. I felt deeply for my Tibetan
friends in their struggle against China, and those
impressions had stayed with me.
At the Chengdu train station, I learned that
train tickets were hard to come by, so we found an
inexpensive hotel overlooking the river. The Minjiang
River, exquisite by night, was a sluggish soup of trash
by day, thick with bacteria. But the hotel was clean
and friendly, home for the few days it took us to get
train tickets on the black market for a “hard sleeper”
to Kunming.
The twenty-five-hour train ride to Kunming
passed in a ﬂash. I slept well at night and during
the day watched the landscape roll by—dark red
terraces, rich and luxurious; bright green rice ﬁelds;
picturesque villages—all in exquisite harmony with
the earth.

On my ﬁrst day in Kunming, I visited the Yunnan
Art Institute where I showed photos of my artwork to
the vice-president. He received my work warmly and
invited me to give my slide show the next day. Then
he took me to an exhibit of works by the directors
and teachers of the Institute.
At Kunming Teachers College, I was greeted by Li
Juan Yang, the librarian whose name and telephone
number I had brought with me to China. She was
exquisite, beautiful and delicate. She wore a green
silk dress with high heels and stockings, and she had
twisted her long black hair into a bun with white
fragrant ﬂowers. In a small sitting room, I showed her
the photos of my work. Although we communicated
primarily through gestures and smiles, we nevertheless
arranged for her to come to my hotel the following
week with a translator.
In the afternoon, I browsed through a bookstore
and picked up a Chinese propaganda booklet on
Tibet called The Friendship Bridge to Tibet. In brief, the
booklet reported that China had given Tibet better
roads, and had saved the Tibetans from feudal lords,
superstition, and infanticide. I had just experienced
the real situation in Tibet, but how many others
would believe what they read?
That night, new Chinese friends invited me to dinner and we talked about life in modern China. At this
time, Chinese law forbade families to have more than
one child, and a woman at the table related a story
from one village.
“In the villages, a husband often chooses another
wife if his current one can’t bear him a son. The
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government doesn’t permit divorce, so a man I
knew killed his wife because she couldn’t have a
child so that he could take a new wife. Egged on by
his mother, he refused to give her food, and then he
dug a hole and buried her alive. Wife beating used
to be common, too, until the government outlawed
it. These days the violent husband is punished. I
have a daughter, the only child I’ll ever have. And I’m
determined,” she said, “to educate my daughter well
so she’ll have some choices in life.”
The next morning, I returned to the Yunnan Art
Institute to give my talk. I showed slides of the
countries I had visited so far, but when I asked the
students my three questions, they responded with
stunned silence. The teacher explained that the students were unused to answering such questions and
were shy. When they did talk, they showed an interest
in the World Wheel, but ﬁrmly said I shouldn’t waste
my time trying to get permission to work in a public area. They were sure that the government would
never agree to the project. They said that administrative red tape would prevent me from getting even a
negative answer for three years or more. Their sweetness and support touched me.
My new librarian friend, Li Juan Yang, arrived
at my hotel the following Tuesday with her friend
Steven, an English teacher from the college. They
were keen to help me create the World Wheel and
suggested that I look for a site in an area not publicly
known. Steven confirmed what the art students
had said, that the red tape connected with famous
national parks was horrendous.
While I explored the possibilities for private sites,
I looked for a Tai Chi teacher in Kunming. In every
country of the World Wheel I had participated in
the local religious practices of that culture to better
understand the people. Because it was ancient and had
survived through the wild turbulence of China’s history, Tai Chi represented something immortal in the
Chinese character, like a deep root running through
the culture. It took me a while to ﬁnd my way to the
Sports Center and then to the right gymnasium. I had
only a piece of paper with “Sports Center, I want a Tai
Chi instructor” written in Chinese script.
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The Sports Center, surrounded by student and
faculty apartments, housed a full-sized stadium and
several gymnasiums. I made my arrangements with
the Tai Chi teacher, and the following Monday morning at eight-thirty had my ﬁrst lesson observed by a
throng of onlookers who had come to see “the American” learn Tai Chi.
The instructor’s name was Gangping Zhu, a
Muslim Chinese. We became great friends. Small and
in his middle thirties, he customarily wore a childlike
expression on his handsome face. I enjoyed the lesson
immensely. On my way out, one of the observers
informed me that my teacher was a nationally known
gold and silver medal champion of Woo Shu and
Sword, two forms of Chinese martial arts.
Two friends arrived from California, and we decided
that Lijiang, in the foothills of the perpetually snow
capped Yutong Mountains, seemed like it would be a
good place for the World Wheel project. The area was
also home to the Naxi people, a matriarchal minority
culture with roots in Tibet.
Shortly before we were to leave for Lijiang, however, I received a call that an ofﬁcial from the National
Parks Bureau wanted to meet with me. I immediately
assumed that I was in trouble and imagined that I
might have been too outspoken in my talk at the art
college. My heart remained with the Tibetan people
and I presumed those feelings had shown.
On the appointed day, the representative came to
my hotel dressed in a suit with white shirt and tie.
In a friendly manner, with a heavy Chinese accent,
he said, “We have heard about your World Wheel for
Peace and the world family you are creating.”
My heart sank. I knew what would come next. He
would ask me to leave the country. I offered him tea.
“We have permission for you to create your sculptures in any of our parks. The director feels this is
what China needs at this time—an exchange with the
outside world.”
I could only stare at him in astonishment. My
visitor, Ke Shaw Song, worked for the Park and
Garden Bureau as a landscape architect, and his
department had instructed him to assist me in any
way he could. I was to choose a park, make a drawing
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of my plan, and submit it to the director. We would
stay in Kunming.
The next day a government ofﬁcial took me in his
chauffeur-driven car to the zoo so I could meet with
experts to discuss China’s endangered species and the
ecological problems of the area. I wanted to integrate
these issues into the World Wheel performance. We
went to the tiger cage and watched the magniﬁcent
tiger pace back and forth.
The scientist with us said, “Dangerous! Dangerous!”
I nodded. “Oh, yes.”
Then we went to the panda cage, and as we
watched the panda, lodged in the branch of a tree
behind the fence, he said, “Dangerous! Dangerous!”
Then I got it. He meant “endangered species.”
I moved from the hotel to the Yunnan University
guesthouse in a picturesque old section of town where
dilapidated houses of stone or brick lined narrow
lanes, and began to explore the parks in Yunnan
Province. Eventually I decided on Shisan Forest
Park as the site for the World Wheel sculpture and
performance. I chose this park not only because of
its proximity to Kunming, as I wanted my friends to
participate in the ceremony, but also because the site
had attracted me from the beginning. I had come to
learn that my initial heartfelt response was usually the
right one.
I made several exploratory trips into Shisan to ﬁnd
the exact location. I hiked through a series of tunnels
carved into the rock face of the mountain, emerging
now and then to expansive views of Dianchi Laake.
Shrines to Kuan Yin, the ancient and widely revered
Chinese Goddess of Compassion, and other Taoist
deities already existed, carved out of the living rock in
natural cave shelters. So I was in my element, touching the shiny smooth stone that had been rubbed by
devotees for centuries.
On a remote hill I explored the forests and met
an occasional cow or goat feeding on the luxurious
undergrowth covered with buds and ﬂowers. Kunming
means “eternal spring,” and the lush vegetation of the
park—always in bud and ﬂower—lent veracity to the
name.

One day my feet led me straight to the site, up on
a hill with a 360-degree view of the mountain range
and Lake Deanchi. Forty-ﬁve minutes from the park
gates, the site was silent and secluded and far off
the tourist track. Any images I created here would
not impose on anyone, would be visible only at the
site itself, and the vigorous hike necessary to get
there would afford physical and mental preparation
for entering sacred space. The stone formations
suggested twisting, dancing people, and stone tiers
would provide perfect seating for an audience. Flat
ground around the main clump of stones would
allow Gangping to perform Woo Shu, one of the
marshal art forms for which he had won his medals,
and would provide space for the other performers
whom I hoped to draw into the event.
Here ferns and ﬂowers already grew out of the
stones and the place seemed alive with potential birth.
I meditated in front of the limestone outcroppings
with the warm sun on my back and asked the earth
and stone for permission to carve here. As I touched
the stones, I felt welcomed by them.
When I submitted drawings of my intended sculpture to the park authorities, they were delighted at
the faces of the people and animals of China emerging from stone. The sculpture was to represent the
harmony of life. I chose the title Return to Harmony for
the performance, set a date, and began to work.
On one unusually sunny day, I returned to Shishan
Park, intending to work. But when I arrived at the site,
I discovered that my tools had been stolen, every one,
including the carbide-tipped chisels I had borrowed
from a professor at the Art Institute, as well as all my
paints and brushes. The week before, a cow herder
had been hanging around the site and had been much
too aggressive for my comfort. He had breathed down
my neck with his alcohol breath and had tried to take
the hammer and chisel out of my hands.
At the end of my workday, I had hidden my tools
under a bush behind the sculptures, so I wouldn’t
need to hike up the hill with them. I had a feeling
that the cow herder came back for the tools, but without evidence I couldn’t accuse him. Unsure about
whether to tell the park authorities about the theft
or not, I did nothing.
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Vijali sculpting at the World Wheel site, Shisan Forest Park, Kunming, China

A few days later at the Art Institute, I ran into
the teacher who had lent me his tools. I felt horribly
embarrassed because he had been so generous in giving them to me. I felt even worse when I learned that
carbide-tipped chisels were not available in China.
He had made everything himself, even the special
masonry hammer. He was completely good-humored
about the news and offered me the rest of his tools
to complete my work, saying that my work was most
important. He took me to his studio where I chose
three more chisels, the last of his supply.
We arranged for a graduate student to assist me
when I needed him, and I agreed to pay ﬁfteen yuan
plus lunch per day. At the Art Institute supply store
I discovered, to my surprise and delight, that I could
buy acrylics very similar in quality to those I used in
the States.
The next time I went to my Tai Chi lesson at the
Sports Center, I saw tanks rolling into the large
stadium and the compound teemed with armed
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ofﬁcials. Gangping explained that once a month the
government held public executions in the stadiums.
“Good citizens” attended the executions of rapists
and murderers, but Gangping refused to go.
He told me that every three months he and everyone else took a mandatory government examination
in which they had to answer questions about their
political and social attitudes. The answers went into
a permanent ﬁle that the government kept on each
individual for life. Such a heavy bureaucratic hand
crushed his boyish spirit, and I wondered how long
he would be able to keep his playfulness alive.
I had been working alone at the sculptural site for
some time over the objections of my friends, who
claimed that the park was dangerous. One day, as I
hiked to the site a local man pulled a knife on a tourist
only a few feet from me and robbed him. After the
attacker bounded into the forest, I had to admit that
I could be targeted as well. I was perhaps especially
vulnerable while I worked alone at my isolated site,
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a forty-ﬁve minute hike from the tourist trail. So I
decided, to everyone’s relief, to have someone along
with me from that time onward. On days when friends
were unavailable, I took the graduate student.
Each day as I went to the park I also became better
and better acquainted with the beggars along the
entrance leading to the caves tourists visit. One young
man traveled the one-hour bus ride with me every
day. He looked very bright on the bus and clean cut,
perhaps a university student, and he used crutches
for his twisted leg. But, when he got to the entrance
of the park, he rolled his pant legs up to make his
deformed leg visible and scooted himself along the
road with his arms, his legs twisted and dragging
so that it looked as if his whole body was deformed.
He put on a strange face and grunted when tourists
passed. Then, returning home, he once again became
a nice looking young man riding on the bus. All the
beggars became familiar with my presence there and,
when friends came to ﬁnd me, they would point out
the path to the site.
While I worked on the sculpture, I thought
about the local ecological problems to address in the
performance. The rivers and lakes in China were so
badly polluted that I couldn’t eat the ﬁsh. While I saw
articles in the China Daily about attempts to clean up
and control pollution, I didn’t see the results around
me in practice. Each morning, black coal smoke
billowed into the Kunming air, and cars and trucks
spit exhaust in my face as I rode my bike the thirty
minutes to the bus stop. On the train, I carefully kept
my trash to put in a bin at the station, but the men
who cleaned the train swept the other trash, piled
with styrofoam containers, out onto the tracks as we
sped along. I wondered if they realized how long this
material stayed with them, dotting the countryside in
unyielding white.
Paradoxically, amidst the pollution and garbage,
the Chinese love of beauty showed through. People
were exquisitely groomed and they took great pride
in the appearance of their children (although the
women envied white skin and sometimes used white
face powder in the traditional way). All around I felt
a strong sense of morality. Many people in western
China, despite the rules of Communism, considered

Kuan Yin of the People II, Shisan Forest Park,
Kunming, China

themselves Taoists, if not by attending temples then
through culture and history.
Nyland Nido, who had studied sculpture with me
in Yelapa, Mexico, came from California to help me
at Shisan. I appreciated his help on this project of
six large sculptures, and his intelligent and creative
company delighted me. Unfortunately, we both came
down with bronchitis, and often spat and coughed
on our long forty-ﬁve minute trek to the site. Most
of the time it rained, so we learned to work with our
raincoats on. Sometimes, when I arrived at the site,
I felt so tired I only wanted to rest, but I kept going,
knowing that the performance needed to take place
before winter.
It was now October. Day by day the faces of the
local ethnic groups of Yunnan Province emerged
from the stone. But I had problems with the most
prominent face—the stone kept breaking, losing part
of the face, but, as in life, the areas with which we have
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Woman of the Sky Holding a Lotus, Shisan Forest Park, Kunming, China
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the most difﬁculty eventually become the strongest
and most developed.
I succumbed to the familiar stress leading up to
a performance. Continual rain prevented my work—
more rain than in the rainy season. Bronchitis continued to plague me. It took days to reach people on
the phone, and I needed to make contact with the
Naxi minority culture whom I wanted to bring from
Lijiang, with their music for the performance. I still
waited for the Park Department to keep their eternal
promise to move the plants from around the sculptures, and I worried that friends would soon arrive
from America to ﬁnd nothing ready. But I had learned
that each ritual performance takes on its own design
and brings its own set of surprises. These surprises
always seemed to work in the end.
Plants sparkled with health after weeks of rain
followed by sun, and even more wildﬂowers grew in
this place of eternal spring. Kuan Yin had emerged
from the stone. She represented the people of today
and reﬂected the divine beauty in ordinary humans.
Earth and moss grew out of the crown of her head
and her feet of stone buried deep in the ground. I
had painted one side of her face and body blue to
represent space and spirit, while her natural stone
side anchored her to the earth as matter. I called her
Kuan Yin of the People.
The sculptures and painting at Shishan expressed
my complete philosophical view of a borderless
reality. Space itself was represented by the side of a
large stone painted with shades of blue, evoking the
feeling of open sky. Emerging from it was the proﬁle
of a woman, her hand holding a lotus, the Chinese
symbol for unity of the sexes. Three other sculpted
faces peered out of twisting limestone outcroppings.
Both form and formlessness existed side by side,
symbolizing openness to all customs, religions, and
attitudes.
I wrote in my journal:
The worship of ancestors makes as much sense to
me as any other worship. From some viewpoint it
is all correct and useful. From the outside, I may
seem ﬁckle, performing prostrations and mantras in
Tibet and now Tai Chi in China. But from my own

perspective, I am consistent. My love is for the space
that encompasses all. All views and practices lead to
this point, the window of unity.
On the day of the performance, a large crowd
gathered. I had brought fifteen Naxi musicians
eighteen hours by bus from their village of
Lijiang, close to the Tibetan border. Naxi society
is matriarchal, so that wealth and surname pass
on through the women who take care of business.
The men are musicians and for the performance
they played their ancient instruments. A Beijing
Opera director painted the faces of Gangping’s
martial arts students as traditional opera characters.
Musicians from the Yunnan University also arrived to
accompany the performance.
I based the performance ceremony on the three
questions that I had been asking people all along.
I decided to answer the ﬁrst question in the perfor-

Naxi musicians at the Return to Harmony performance,
Shisan Forest Park, Kunming, China
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A Naxi musician with his ancient instrument at the Return to Harmony performance

Group prepared for the Return to Harmony performance
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Vijali emerging out of Emptiness painting in the Return to Harmony performance
Shisan Forest Park, Kunming, China

mance by representing emptiness or the void with
my face painted as an open sky. I emerged out of
the Woman of the Sky sculpture and danced, while
Xuan Ke, leader of the Naxi musical group, read their
creation myth.
In answer to the second question, Gangping’s
students, along with a live snake, slid through my
legs, taking birth as they performed the classical
animal forms of the martial arts—the snake, monkey,
eagle, and crane. Then Gangping and his students
moved into the sword forms to show the conﬂict that
peasants had suffered at the hands of royalty.
In answer to the third question, the audience and
performers joined hands in a circle, embodying the
name of the performance, Return to Harmony. In the

Gangping Zhu, martial arts champion
performing in park
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center, I buried a stone blessed by the Dalai Lama
when I received the Kalachakra empowerment from
him a few years earlier, as well as earth from the previous World Wheel countries. I invited the children to
write their answers to my three questions on a long
scroll, for which I had provided brushes and bottles of
ink. One young girl wrote: “I think since God created
us human beings on this beautiful earth, we should
treat each other and the environment honestly and
peacefully. I believe that this world will be full of love if
each one gives their love, even a little, to this world.”
Television crews recorded the performance for
both local and national distribution. I hoped that my
work might contribute to a process whereby China
would open its doors to a world family. Imagine—all
this had blossomed from one telephone number!
Leaving China, I had a stopover in Beijing, where a
Chinese friend of a friend came to meet me. We went
together to Tiananmen Square. As we stood by one of

Chinese children writing their answers to my three questions
after the Return to Harmony performance
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the underground corridors, my friend began to cry.
“I stood right here,” he told me in English, “when
the tanks rolled into the square. The troops, just
young boys the age of my students, had been given
“medicine” and it made them mad. That was the only
way they could have killed these young people, their
own kith and kin. I knew some of the soldiers, and I
could look into their faces from where I stood and see
their eyes glazed from drugs. After the killings, the
soldiers disappeared without a trace. In the Square,
the blood was so profuse that nothing could wash it
away. Some of the ﬂagstones had to be pulled up and
replaced. Before the killings, the government had sent
out trucks of guns parked in the city so that civilians
would take the weapons. That gave the troops an
excuse to ﬁre into the crowd, because some people
held guns, even though they had only one or two
bullets in them.”
He paused. “It’s extremely dangerous for me to talk
about this. Everything is reported to the authorities

Chinese child in the Return to Harmony performance
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and it’s not unusual for rooms to be bugged. You can’t
talk about anything, especially in Beijing.”
My friend grieved for the young people of China,
who he felt had no guidance and no vision for the
future. “Their lives,” he said, “have no meaning and
no purpose, because their choices are so limited.”
He thought that the best they could do was study
to become teachers like himself so they could make
decent money. But the political situation prohibited
writing or publishing anything of interest.
“Some day,” he confessed, “I hope to write a book
about the underground student movement and
smuggle it out of China.”
Another Chinese friend knew some of the
students involved in the Tiananmen Square incident.
“The ones who were not put in prison,” he said, “are
leading a life of living death, wasted lives. Many
bright young scientists are stuck with manual jobs
like street sweeping, and can’t get housing because
they are blacklisted. To hire them means losing your
own job. And to help them means a blot on your own
record, one that will follow you to the grave.
“There is a joke,” he said, “that in China when
people die, the paperwork on them could fuel their
cremation, there is so much of it.”

He had attended some of the underground
meetings, even though he was against the student
demonstration at the Square. Because of this blight
on his record, his salary was fixed at eighty-nine
yuan, approximately seventeen dollars a month, for
the rest of his life, regardless of his success as a
teacher or the number of years he would work at the
university.
He said, “The blacklisted students heard about
you and the work of the World Wheel. They asked
me to bring you to them. They were excited that
someone had found a way to help China, a way that
the government accepts, and that has the potential
to create positive change. They send support and
encouragement through me, but I wouldn’t let them
meet you. The authorities would have found out and
put a stop to your work.”
Later, when I returned to the United States, he
wrote to me, “I want to dedicate the rest of my life
to the World Wheel for peace and environmental
protection. Usually I do not believe in fate. But this
time I believe it is with fate that we met and shared
the same thoughts and ideas. I hope fate will lead
us to our destination and realize our dreams in our
lifetimes.”

Kuan Yin of the People III,
Shisan Forest Park,
Kunming, China
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CHAPTER TWENTY

Spirit Within Matter
Santa Monica Mountains, California
1977
She Who Opens the Doors of the Earth (detail),
Yelapa, Mexico

N

ATURE DREW ME OUT of Santa

Monica, where Oscar and I had moved,
and, every chance I had, I roamed the secret crevices
of the Santa Monica Mountains. For a month, I
explored a particular canyon, drawn by a protruding
stone I had glimpsed in the distance. This monolithic
boulder jutted from the chaparral and stuck in my
thoughts—its persistent, penetrating shape, rising
like an erect lingam, parted the sky. Beyond it I could
see what looked like a waterfall, something rare in
these usually dry canyons. Each day that I returned to
the canyon, I searched for a way through the ridges of
stone and the thick chaparral—the scrub oak thickets
and thorny bushes that grow in the semi-arid coastal
region of Southern California. I crawled on hands
and knees through nearly impenetrable tunnels made
by the blacktail deer through the dense growth. I felt
as if I were a child again, moving through tunnels
of dried prairie grasses—except that as a child, I had
known where the tunnel would lead.
One morning, I accompanied the Art Director of
Pepperdine University on a drive into the mountains
behind the campus, part of the school’s wilderness
property. The Art Department had agreed to my
request to create environmental art in one of the
canyons, and as we drove, the Director pointed out
the extent of this land. To my great surprise and
delight, it covered the area I had been exploring! We
drove back toward campus and he let me out at the
entrance to Winter Canyon, the gateway to the area
that so intrigued me.

I had packed my backpack that morning with
sleeping bag, water, hammer and chisels, and dried
fruits and nuts. I shouldered the pack, entered Winter
Canyon, and walked until I came to a wild ravine
where I faced a sheer rock wall. I managed to skirt the
rock by climbing up the precipitous bank to the right,
then worked my way down to the stream behind the
falls. I squirmed through its narrow canyon, barely
squeezing through with my backpack, searching
for an opening in the dense growth that grew on
the steep slopes of the stream. But a massive patch
of deceptively lovely poison oak blocked my way, its
shining leaves burnished with corrosive oils. I pushed
it aside with a dead limb, but one branch swung back
and whacked me across the face. I took another stick
and pinned the poison oak back again, but the voice
of Kote, a Chumash medicine man I had known in
Santa Barbara, rang in my ear: “You must always ask
permission from the Earth before entering her caves
and canyons.”
I released the poison oak, sat down on the ground,
and plunged my hands into the moist soil. “Earth,
may I enter the folds of your skin and learn how to
walk in harmony?”
I noticed velvety, silver leaves growing beside
me—mugwort—and I remembered that mugwort
was the antidote for poison oak. “May I take a few
of your leaves and remove the poisonous foils from
my face?” I sprinkled water on the plants and carefully tore off four leaves. With these I wiped my face.
Then I was able to freely pass.
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The canyon pulled me farther into its recesses.
As I hiked, I heard the squish of my boots in the
red mud and noticed occasional deer tracks. I saw
a cat print almost five inches in diameter, and I
remembered a ranger telling me that he had recently
spotted a mountain lion in the vicinity. When the
poison oak receded, it gave way to a clearing with
the decomposing carcass of a deer. I held my breath
because of the stench, bent over it, and looked into its
face. The exposed skull bore a peaceful expression as
it lay there becoming part of the earth once again.
A wall of tall reeds blocked my path. I pushed
through on my hands and knees and followed a narrow passage made by deer. The tall grass closed behind
me, shutting out the sun as I wriggled through, now
on my belly. Finally, I emerged from this dark tunnel
into the light. When I looked up, I saw the rock lingam
towering in the distance.
Soil had collected in the ravine, and a few scraggly plants of chamois and spiky yucca grew there. I
moved through the yucca spikes in a smooth, ﬂuid
way, then stopped with a jerk as one of their points
stung me. I uttered a few words of prayer and gently
glided forward again until I found myself standing
before the two-story tall sandstone tower.
I sat in front of the boulder to meditate. The wind
had stopped, a red-tailed hawk circled above, and
perfect silence enveloped me. I felt the warm hands
of the sun on my back. My body and mind relaxed.
As I looked at the stone, its solid form dissolved and
became luminous as if a doorway had opened in the
stone to reveal its spacious nature. I sat in front of
this radiant space, and my body had the sensation of
expanding until I felt no-boundary between “Vijali”
and “stone.”
I felt that I was the essence of stone and of all life—
where light and energy move without restraint—and
where all physical distinctions are illusions. Fear was
non-existent, even impossible. Carried by waves of
bliss, I stayed in that state of no boundaries until the
dark elongating shadow of the boulder ﬁnally pulled
me back into time and place. As the sun went down,
the hillside turned amber. Using a round stone for
a pillow, I stretched out inside my sleeping bag and
watched the light fade into darkness.
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Sandstone boulder before carving

The next morning, I sat at the base of the lingam
and studied the upright boulder. An indentation at
the very top formed a circle about four feet in diameter. I knew that circle would be the doorway into the
nature of the stone. I took my hammer and chisel
from my pack and tucked them into my belt.
The back of the stone rose out of the hillside.
A few ferns grew in the shade of the boulder where
eroding earth had piled up against the stone to form
a natural incline to the upper part of the rock. I added
a few stones and made a stairway that allowed me to
reach the natural impression of the circle I had seen
from below. I started to carve.
At noon, I moved into the shade of the lingam and
stopped to eat the dried fruit and nuts I had brought
with me. When I ﬁnished, I sat in silence and observed
small details around me—the green of leaves turning
brown, dried twigs, and sand that had succumbed to
millions of years of pressure becoming sandstone. I
noticed a sense of composition everywhere I looked—
as if a little switch inside me had flicked on and
created a shift of consciousness. Everything became
more beautiful and settled into its rightful place.
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In this tranquil state, I returned to the sculpture
and followed the natural lines of the strata in the
stone as I carved. The tapping of my hammer created
music, and the gusts of wind, occasional cries of hawk
and raven, scurry of lizards, and scratching of birds
in the fallen leaves under the scrub oaks joined in the
symphony. The rhythm of this music carried me to a
place beyond time.
Every day returning to work, I hiked through the
canyon with my tools in my backpack. I had purposely
searched for a stone in a place that required me to
hike, gratefully purifying my body and lungs each day
as I sweated and panted through the brush and up
the ravine.
The path grew easier with each trip, and the brush
slowly gave way, welcoming me into the canyon. When
I arrived at the stone, I laid my tools—my articles of
worship—in front of the towering form. Then I sat in
silence, entering the space of stone that I had experienced that ﬁrst day. After a time I would feel drawn
into work and, with my hammer and chisel placed in
a new pouch I had made, I climbed up the earth-stone
stairway on the back of the boulder and began to
work steadily away, shaping and deepening the circle.
The rough chisel marks in the rock and the pattern
they created pleased me.
As I worked, I thought of the upright stones across
the continent of Europe, where early civilizations had
worshipped since the Neolithic age. In the seventh
century, the Catholic Church had issued the “Edict
of Nantes,” which condemned the worship of stone
as a rite of paganism. Then, in the eleventh century,
many majestic cathedrals, including the Vatican, were
purposely built over sites where stones had been the
previous objects of worship.
In South America, people had transported stones
of gigantic proportions across rugged mountain
ranges. In Bolivia and Peru, immense monuments
exist that were made of stone from Ecuador, ﬁfteen
hundred miles distant. The largest known monolith
transported, was ﬁfty feet long, twelve feet in diameter,
and weighed approximately sixty tons. Nevertheless,
the Jesuits, in their crusades against paganism, had it
destroyed in the sixteenth century. It took eighty men
three days to reduce it to fragments.

The shadow of my own stone of worship lengthened and a dark cloud of bees swarmed over my head,
sounding like a high-voltage electric current. I stuck
my hammer back in my work pouch, astounded that
the day had passed. As I climbed back down the boulder, touching its rough surface, love for that stone
poured through me. I paused before the sculpture to
study the form that had emerged after three months
of work. Nature had taken centuries to carve this
monolith; I had only accentuated its natural form
with my chisel. I could see space within the rock juxtaposed with the rock, afﬁrming the emptiness of mass,
the fullness of space. The sculpture’s name emerged:
Spirit Within Matter.
From the beginning, this rock had exerted a strong
magnetic pull on me. As my feet touched the ground,
I thought, I want to know. I want to know why a place
is holy, why the Inﬁnite reveals itself in a particular
location, and why we have worshipped stone monoliths since the days of the earliest people.

Spirit Within Matter 23
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I thought of Stonehenge, Easter Island, and the
many cathedrals and other stone-circles located
directly over magnetic anomalies. I remembered
that the Earth is made of three distinct layers: the
crust, the mantle lying just below the continents and
oceans, and the core at the very center of the Earth.
I had read that the density of the core may be identical to that of compressed metals such as iron and
nickel. It behaves like an electromagnetic engine as it
rotates on its axis, generating powerful electric currents that surge upward through the mantle and the
crust toward the sky. This highly convective molten
core, physicists now say, is the origin of the earth’s
magnetic ﬁeld.
I crawled through the dark tunnel of grass and
emerged into the western light, the sun heating my
face. From the sun, another gigantic molten magnet,
electrons and protons stream toward the earth in
ionized hydrogen gas called plasma. This is the solar
wind. As one side of earth faces the sun, the earth’s
magnetic ﬁeld compresses and ﬂattens out, forming
a cavity called the magnetosphere. This action deﬂects
the solar wind which moves through space at two
hundred to eight hundred kilometers per second. The
solar wind would otherwise bombard the surface of
the planet with streams of charged particles, rendering it barren and creating a lifeless surface like that of
the moon, which has no magnetic ﬁeld. The earth’s
magnetic ﬁeld is critical to the existence and survival
of all life.
As I hiked homeward, the rays of the sun made me
sweat. I felt the sun’s power enter my body in the same
way that it enters the scrub oak along the canyon
walls and all biotic life. Imagine rising lines of force
from inside the earth, powerful enough to hold at bay
another force equal in strength, the solar wind! What
stands in between? Everything on the planet—water,
plants, insects, ﬁsh, birds, ourselves. And stone.
Electromagnetic vibrations from the magnetic
ﬁeld constantly move through the earth. As they rise,
they penetrate its crust, which varies radically in thickness. Thus, certain areas of the earth’s surface have
less resistance than others. Also, certain ore deposits
have a high magnetite content, which allows the conduction of extremely low-frequency electromagnetic
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waves. Locations with dominant ore deposits have
strong magnetic ﬁelds, and low frequency waves pulse
through them with greater intensity.
Physicists hypothesize that Stonehenge, Easter
Island, and many cathedrals and other stone-circles
are located directly over such magnetic anomalies.
These “holy” places, places that “work miracles,”
create changes within the mind and body because of
speciﬁc physical effects. Perhaps the thinness of the
earth’s crust exposes the body more directly to the
magnetism and the greatest source of low-frequency
waves, creating minute cellular changes to the body.
Perhaps early humans discovered this and used these
forces in their lives. I noticed that each day after I
carved on the stone, I felt alive and joyous, but once
I entered a house and stayed for a while that vitality
subsided. Could my monolith stone be one of these
places?
I continued my work on the stone. Sometimes, as with
Winged Woman, I invited people to come with me to
the site. Once a week, nineteen-year-old Thomas, the
son of one of Oscar’s close friends, came with me to
the mountain. Thomas was tall and handsome with
thoughtful blue eyes, light brown hair, and an intelligent, childlike expression on his face. We had hit it
off the ﬁrst day Thomas’s father had brought him to
my house. We read our latest poems to each other,
and as I showed Thomas the photos of my sculptures,
the idea came—why not take him to the mountains
with me?
His father looked delighted when I told him
my idea. He conﬁded to me that Thomas had been
diagnosed as paranoid schizophrenic. My heart
raced when I heard this, and I thought of my mother
and all she had gone through. Silently I prayed that
Thomas would ﬁnd a kinder world to live in than
she had.
On our first hike to the sculpture site, as we
skirted the waterfall, he spotted a bird spiraling
above. “Look!” he said, and added, “The ﬂat angle of
the wings, not ﬂapping but gliding, shows that it is
a raptor.”
When we arrived at the stone, he immediately
headed for a large ﬂat rock where I sometimes slept.
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He lay down and promptly fell asleep as I unpacked
my tools in front of the lingam. Fifteen minutes later
he woke, perfectly calm and clear, and climbed up the
earthen stairway to where I worked. There was just
enough room for the two of us, so I put a hammer
and chisel in his hands and showed him how to deepen the lines that I had already begun.
Yet often, when I picked Thomas up at his mother’s house, I found him agitated, disturbed, sometimes
in the midst of a full-blown panic attack. Once on
our way to the site, as we emerged from the tunnel of
dry grass, Thomas turned grave, informing me, “This
week the police put LSD in my water and arsenic in
my food.” I could feel him on the verge of panic.
The panic subsided as he carved alongside me.
Our energies transformed as the hammer and chisel
sang out the rhythm of our work, slowing our minds
to the pace of our bodies. Within an hour, we could
feel perfectly balanced within ourselves, with each
other, and with the environment.
I wondered about the changes that occurred
again and again at these power spots when people
touched these stones. I had been reading James
Beal’s article in the book Biologic and Clinical Effects
of Low Frequency Magnetic and Electric Fields. 24 In
it, he discusses how the natural electromagnetic
ﬁeld is walled off in autos, aircraft, buildings with
metal frames, and other metal structures, and how
extensive use of plastic materials inside buildings
and vehicles creates highly positive electrostatic
charges that augment fatigue, irritability, and
apathy. I thought about the energy changes I had
observed in Thomas and so often in myself when I
left the city to work on the stone. I wondered how
many modern ailments might be prevented by the
use of natural materials.
One day, Thomas and I sat on a stone at the site,
watching insects and enjoying the breeze. A
hummingbird hovered brieﬂy in front of us. Then
Thomas pointed. “Look at the spider building a web
at the base of the sculpture.”
We watched the spider weave the same circular
image we had been carving. I took off my hiking boots
and adjusting myself on the stone, took a better look.

Spirit Within Matter (detail)

After a few minutes, I slid off the rock and walked
over to the sandstone sculpture. I climbed barefoot to
the top with my paints and brushes. Thomas stood
at the base and watched. Shading the blue to become
lighter as I worked toward the bottom of the circle,
my brush seemed to penetrate the stone, my paint to
open the form into limitless space.
I glanced at Thomas. Only the wind broke the
silence, and even our individual forms seemed part
of a larger design, a much greater image. I looked up
and gazed out over the stone ridges and chaparral
growth. The solid substrate struck me as illusory.
The stones, our bodies, the sage, and the space
around us all united in a web of light, a web like that
of the spider.
Thomas broke the silence as he pointed toward
the painted circle in the boulder. “It’s as if there was
a little window through which we can look and see
what’s really inside the stone.”
To me, this stone was the perfect symbol of basic
matter, basic form. When I began my sculpture work
years ago, I looked only at the external form, but as
the work continued, it moved me to understand the
essence of matter and of ourselves. My ﬁrst boulder
carvings like Winged Woman and Reclining Man were
inﬂuenced by my earlier ﬁgurative style. Even though
I had transitioned my work from the studio to the
wilderness, my approach had remained largely representational, often showing women struggling to free
themselves from the stone. Now I embraced simple
abstract forms and concepts. My evolving vision was
one of the world as moving, ﬂowing energy rather
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than the crystallized, static forms we are taught to see
and psychologically validate.
While I worked at resolving the creative problems
of working with stone, I was also working to resolve
the conﬂicts within my own life. I saw the blue space
within the stone as my personal confrontation with
the void, the borderless reality thrust upon me. The
choice of stone for my medium represented the seemingly solid—my body and other material objects—trees
and houses and chairs and cars. I realized that the
feeling of being bound originated in my own mind.
I had to break a pattern of blaming or leaving a situation. When I sought help inside myself rather than
externally through others, I gained inner knowing and
conﬁdence, which allowed the answers and wisdom
within me to surface.
Thomas clasped his hands loosely behind his head
and looked up into space. The panic that he felt when
I picked him up was gone. He watched as I put the
ﬁnal touches on the circle, rubbing clear wax over the
surface. I climbed down the sculpture to where my
backpack lay next to him.
A snake slithered into the chaparral, catching my
attention. Thomas sat up with a start when I said,
“Look at the rattlesnake.” It coiled and rattled when
Thomas moved, tongue darting back and forth. When
we became still, the snake relaxed and continued its
way through the chaparral.
The lengthening shadows reminded me of the late
hour, and I moved to leave. But Thomas said, “Aren’t
you going to sign the sculpture?”
“Nature was the original sculptor,” I said. “I only
assisted in bringing the stone’s spirit out a step further. Now nature will continue the process of change.”
As we packed the tools, I added, “With these earth
sculptures, I want to develop a language that doesn’t
reﬂect any particular culture—Eastern, American Indian, or Christian—but which conveys the essence of all
religions, a wisdom that speaks to everyone.”
As we entered the freeway, Thomas’ hands drew up
into ﬁsts and his bright eyes narrowed and darkened.
I could feel my own shoulders tighten as we merged
into the trafﬁc. What would it take, I wondered, to
keep these doors of consciousness open into this
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space? They closed so easily each time I returned to
the city, where a life of appointments and deadlines
pulled me into an unnaturally fast pace. I witnessed
Thomas going through this too, right before me. I
pictured a new environment, one created from a different kind of relationship with everything around.
Spirit Within Matter—the spirit within the world, not
separate from it. When we can identify with every
ﬂower, stone, animal, and person as part of our own
being, we will be enlightened.
When we arrived at Thomas’ house, his mother
stood at the front door. I gave him a big hug and left
him, feeling the walls of the house and the darkness
of his own mind swallow him up.
Shortly after we completed the sculpture, Thomas’
parents committed him permanently to the Metropolitan State Mental Hospital. He resisted the best he
could—he ran away twice to visit me, but the Hospital
notiﬁed his father, who found him and took him back
to the ward. The next time I saw him, I recognized
that puffy red body and dazed look in his eyes—the
result of medication and an institutionalized life. My
heart still weeps for Thomas, for my mother, and for
all the other precious, unusual souls like theirs. I pray
they may ﬁnd comfort and joy in nature instead of
cement walls and medication. What would happen if
they lived within the healing arms of stone, under a
ceiling of sky, a carpet of grass stretched out before
them, animals nurturing them, fresh spring water
baptizing them, dolphins swimming with them for
at least a part of each day? What would happen to us
all in such a life?
My own fear of being or becoming insane like
my mother had vanished when I saw Thomas adapt
so happily in a natural environment. I realized that
separation from nature, fostered by society, creates
an isolation that accelerates as the extended family
of people and nature deteriorates. Then we develop a
sense of separate identity, of ego-based life—the root
of the form of “insanity” most of us suffer.
In 1976, before I worked in Winter Canyon, the Park
Service had given me permission to carve Seed of Space
on a peak in the Santa Monica Mountains. Then, in
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Shelter Sculpture, Winter Canyon, Pepperdine University, Malibu, California
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She Who Opens the Doors of the Earth, Yelapa, Mexico
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the jungles of Mexico in Yelapa, I had carved She Who
Opens the Doors of the Earth with the help of the community, integrating elements of the void, abstract
form, and my personal life.
After this, friends started asking me to carve
sculptures for them, and I began creating meditation
gardens, bringing a touch of what I experienced in the
wilderness into people’s urban lives.
When Pepperdine University gave me permission to create two more environmental sculptures in
Winter Canyon, I carved The Shelter Sculpture, which
you could crawl into, and the Sculptural Amphitheater,
which had two caves and three levels that formed a
natural seating area. The University scheduled a onewoman show in their gallery. There I documented the
process of my environmental work and, on the day
of the opening, I took people on a trek into Winter
Canyon to experience the sculptures ﬁrst hand. This
event initiated the integration of theater and music
into my work.
All the while, I used the same process. First, I asked
permission from the earth, from the stones, and from
the owners of the land. Then, in ceremony, I listened
for the heartbeat of the stone. In each site I was drawn
not only by the stone, but also by the quality of the
air and water, the characteristics of plants, the shape
of the mountains and the canyons, and ﬁnally the
shape of our planet. All of it became my canvas. I
often invited others to carve alongside me as I taught
them the skills involved.
The world became my studio and all people,
animals, plants, and stones became my family, an
earth family. I changed with each sculpture and with
each site, and as the sculptures took new shape, my
own consciousness took new form. I learned patience.
I learned to listen to the wind and to the changing
seasons. People found their way to the sculptural
sites to experience the sacredness of the earth, to
hear the stories of wind and storms and rattlesnakes
and mountain lions, and to tell their own stories and
childhood memories. Sometimes my story simply
became everyone’s story.
Spirit Within Matter III & IV, garden pieces
in Santa Monica, California
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